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SUMMARY
The Centennial Science & Engineering Library (CSEL) is approximately 24 years old.
Since its construction, there have been changes in science and engineering
technology as well as related methods of teaching. This is seen most dramatically in
the shift to the production, storage and dissemination of data in the form of digital
media. Further, the trans‐disciplinary nature of modern science and engineering
research and teaching make the CSEL a natural nexus of the collection, manipulation
and dissemination of these data. It provides “neutral ground” where multiple
disciplines can be brought together in a collaborative manner to answer the
challenge of complex research, exploratory student projects, and with
unprecedented access to understanding not otherwise met by a distributed
approach.
Students, faculty and staff, on the leading edge of these changes both technically and
culturally, have identified a series of specific measures that would bring the CSEL
more in line with the needs of today and the future.1 These include:
1. an area that brings together all the digital tools they use in their studies;
2. an updating of the building interior which, after many years, has become
“dismal” and “dated”;
3. the creation of facilities to make possible the hosting of interdisciplinary
programs; and,
4. to have the execution of these facilities rendered in energy efficient and
“green” materials.
No such venue exists for UNM’s science and engineering faculty and students today.
A facility as envisioned above, would not only support the academic and
institutional mission but would also provide a useful tool for recruitment and
retention of undergraduates, graduates and faculty.
The concept stimulates curiosity by offering easy access to a wide variety of science
and engineering disciplines in a concentrated area and supported by a flexible and
renewable‐by‐design technological backbone. It is a place for focused effort as well
as a place to browse a wide variety of ideas and tools. It has been termed the
eScience Mall.

1 Summary of CSEL Focus Groups; March 9, 10, and 11, 2009
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DIGITAL TOOLS
GENERAL NEEDS
• An array of computers and software available to students
• Digital production & presentation hardware and software for project teams
• The place to come and experience the latest technical innovations in software
and hardware

SPECIFIC PROJECT ELEMENTS
•
•
•

Multi‐media computing hardware (large high resolution displays)
Multi‐media computing software
General purpose software for word processing, spreadsheets and
presentations
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Mac and PC based platforms and Operating Systems – also Unix & Linux for
limited application
Large motorized screens for group use
Smaller portable screens
Surface area and floor space for peripherals
Provide spaces for vender‐supported demonstrations of cutting edge
technology related to science and engineering
Provide signage (digital and otherwise) in appropriate locations to alert
students and faculty to changes in vendor displays, upcoming presentations,
and map the facilities and services available for those new to the facility
While not necessarily part of the eScience Mall the Mall installation will need
to coordinate with Institution‐wide IT planning for possible location for one
or more digital archives (DataONE, D‐Space, etc.)
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LIVELY AND UPDATED SPACE
GENERAL NEEDS
• Update style to foster interest and curiosity; to be attractive and interesting
to today’s students including those from other disciplines
• Make space a destination
• Provide options for subject matter, seating, lighting, etc.
• Use technology to improve the space – even virtual space
• Make it a place where people will come and linger
• Food service in the form of healthy food and drink available in a barista
format or high quality fresh vending machines
• Permeable walls; barriers to define space but allow visual access
• Use existing secure wall space for art collection
• Take historic engineering equipment out of the display cases and use it to
create a contemporary atmosphere that shows its “roots” (i.e. similar to
theme restaurant)
• Utilize existing and new sites for art installations
• Super Graphics
• Comfortable, moveable, updated furniture
• Task lighting as well as improved general lighting
• Allow auditory and visual communication in areas where communication is
preferred and sound and visual attenuation where it is not
SPECIFIC PROJECT ELEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use open floor plan to allow for quick open visual access to most of what the
eScience Mall offers
Provide walls with sound attenuation (even with windows) where it is
required for concentrated individual or project‐related effort
Define major spaces with changes in materials; define general circulation
away from presentation, food service study and other areas
Create islands of activity allowing easy and casual access for the passerby
Bring the art and the historic collections out of the corner and into the main
floor making them available and accessible
Arrange for appropriate security for long term and rotating art exhibits
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HOSTING INTERDICIPLINARY PROGRAMS
GENERAL NEEDS
• Venues for small to large group presentations
• Some venues must be open for “walk‐up” participation
• Venues must be flexible for re‐
configuration
• Take a lesson from Street
Theater: Street theatre is a
form of theatrical
performance and
presentation in public spaces
without a specific paying
audience. These spaces can
be anywhere, including
shopping centers, car parks,
recreational reserves and
street corners. They are
especially seen in spaces
where there are large
numbers of people. The
actors who perform street
theatre range from buskers to
organized theatre companies
or groups that want to
experiment with performance spaces, or to promote their mainstream work.
One of the most interesting points about modern street theatre is its unique
sociopolitical place. People who might not have ever been to, or been able to
afford to go to, the "legitimate" theatre can
watch a street show. By virtue of where
the shows take place, their audience is
made up of anyone and everyone who
wants to watch. If an audience member
cannot afford it, then it is free.
• Some activities may make use of the
plaza level as a venue?
• Additionally, some Collaboration Rooms
should provide visual access through
glass walls. The glass wall would be
adjacent to the eScience Mall circulation.
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•
•

Spaces should be equipped with “brain storming” or “Creativity” wall
surfaces as well as digital/internet equipment.
Collaboration rooms should have floor‐to door height glass walls that allow
high visibility, another writing surface, and, at the same time acoustic
separation for multiple groups to work simultaneously.

SPECIFIC PROJECT ELEMENTS
• Low walls at entrances to some Presentation Areas; glass walls at
Collaboration Rooms.
• Comfortable seating
arranged for
presentation but able to
be moved for follow‐up
discussion after the
presentation is done
• Provide multi media
capability for the
invited presenters
• Provide enough space
(i.e. 12 feet at the front
of the presentation area
for kinetic
demonstrations)
• Provide WallTalker, white boards, pin‐up areas for creative use at
Collaboration Rooms.
• Provide equipment for videoconferencing in Collaboration Rooms.
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LEADERSHIP IN GREEN, ENERGY EFFICIENT FACILITIES
GENERAL NEEDS
•
•
•

A natural role for Engineering & Science
FF & E to be “green”
Natural lighting through technology (not standard skylights that leak and will
create a maintenance problem)

SPECIFIC PROJECT ELEMENTS
•

•
•
•
•

Furniture with
sustainable materials.
reuse, re‐cycle, certified
wood, eco‐friendly
materials like bamboo,
re‐claimed and recycled
materials, buy local to
reduce transportation
costs, materials with
low or no VOCs, seek out
certified furniture.2
Low energy lighting
fixtures
Maximize natural lighting
opportunities
Carpet made of recycled materials
Solar panels to power battery re‐charging stations

2 Sierra Club Green Home Web
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CONCEPTS RELATED TO QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF THE SPACE
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

The limited amount of natural light should be carefully gathered and
distributed to help provide a sense of color and liveliness in the public
spaces. It is preferable that this be done using smart energy technological
means without compromising the maintainability of the facility.
Spaces ranging from more private for some types of individual and small
group study to more public for larger group activities should be provided.
Private spaces should provide acoustic and visual isolation along with the
basics of good seating, work surfaces and lighting along with power and data
connectivity.
Public spaces should be flexible and be able to be re‐configured for a variety
of uses and be capable of multi‐media presentations.
Public spaces sufficient for inviting and open encouraging group study and
project production to very public.
Public spaces should allow for intellectual eavesdropping. Walls should be
permeable to allow ad hoc participation in formal presentations to group
discussion.
Definition may be given to separate areas by using materials on floors, walls
and ceilings with varying colors
and textures.
• Create reasons for non‐science
and engineering students to
come.
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EXISTING CONDITIONS
Building Water Leaks –
There have been at least three major areas of concern related to
rain/surface/ground water leakage since the building was constructed: the
plaza deck, the exterior retaining walls and the skylights.
UNM Physical Plant Department (PPD) has, as
resources have become available, remedied the
plaza leaks and the skylights. The remediation to
the light monitors has resulted in the removal of the
45° angled skylights in favor of vertical glass. This
has reduced the amount of light to the lower levels;
however, the leaks are now under control. The
reduced light contributes to the comments by users
that the area is dark and dingy.
Most of the leaks related to the retaining walls have
either been remedied or are under control in the sense
that they no longer cause a threat to the collection. One area along the perimeter
wall at the Southwest corner of the upper level is now being controlled. The
existing water leaks at the North wall of the CSEL have been controlled by PPD.3
Internet Technology Infrastructure
Cabling within the building is a mix of Cat 3, 5 and
5E. This is older technology and would not be able
to support high bandwidth requirements. There is
single mode backbone fiber to the building so high
speed data would function with the right equipment.
The present switches in the building are 10/100 MB.
They are not giga bit switches. New equipment is
need for high speed. The main IT rooms in the
basement are L142/143 & L174A. there are some
code issues in the building for IT. The existing
general condition for this building would not support
high speed data.4

3 Briefing from Joel Straquadine, UNM PPD
4 Preliminary research by George Thorning, UNM ITS
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PROPOSED SPACES
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BUDGET
AREA AFFECTED
•
•
•

Approximately 12,000 – 14,000 SF of the upper level of the CSEL (just below the
plaza ground level) would be affected.
Building/Area entrance rooms for IT services (L142 and L143) as well as an existing
equipment room (L174A).
The following is an Order of Magnitude Cost Model. It is intended only to establish a
reasonable upper limit for the project as it is now envisioned.
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